Ablation in Persistent Atrial Fibrillation Using Stochastic Trajectory Analysis of Ranked Signals (STAR) Mapping Method.
The aim of this study was to demonstrate that a stochastic vector-based mapping approach could guide ablation of atrial fibrillation (AF) drivers as evidenced by ablation response and long-term follow-up outcomes. The optimal method for mapping and ablation of AF drivers is yet to be defined. Patients undergoing persistent AF ablation were recruited. Patients underwent pulmonary vein isolation (PVI) with further ablation guided by the stochastic trajectory analysis of ranked signals (STAR) mapping method. The proportion of the time an electrode's activation was seen to precede its neighboring electrodes activation was used to determine early sites of activation (ESA). A positive ablation response at ESA was defined as AF termination or cycle length slowing of ≥30 ms. Clinical outcome was defined as recurrence of AF/atrial tachycardia (AT) during a follow-up of 12 months. Thirty-five patients were included (AF duration of 14.4 ± 5.3 months). After PVI, an average of 2.6 ± 0.8 ESA were ablated per patient with study-defined ablation response achieved in all patients. Of the 86 STAR maps created post-PVI, the same ESA was identified on 73.8 ± 26.1% of maps. ESA that resulted in AF termination were more likely to be identified on both pre- and post-PVI maps than those associated with cycle length slowing (23 of 24 vs. 16 of 49; p < 0.001). During a follow-up of 18.5 ± 3.7 months, 28 (80%) patients were free from AF/AT. The ablation response at ESA suggests they may be drivers of AF. Ablation guided by STAR mapping produced a favorable clinical outcome and warrants testing through a randomized controlled trial. (Identification, Electro-mechanical Characterisation and Ablation of Driver Regions in Persistent Atrial Fibrillation [STAR MAPPING]; NCT02950844).